
HSBH1003: SOCIOLOGY 

Concepts 

 Discipline: states that the body is a site of control (Michael Foucault). We discipline ourselves and others through 

the way we understand ourselves relative to the social discourse of normality. Eg. Exercise, diet.  

 Culture: the shared ideas, values, practices, protocols and customs that are learned through interactions and 

relationships with members of one’s social grouping.  

 Embodiment: ‘the idea that our sense of self and identity is inextricably linked with our material body.’ (Willis & 

Elmer 2011, p.216). It is the way we understand our bodies and take on particular behaviour 

 Eg. Gender becomes embodied through dominant ideals of masculinity/femininity, which are ‘written’ on 

the body, such as males bulking up.  

 Eugenics= the study of human heredity based on the unproven assumption that selective breeding could 

improve the intellectual, physical and cultural traits of a population.  

 Individualisation (Beck 1992): suggests that a process of individualisation has overtaken class as a dominant 

marker of social distinction, whereby individual identity is now an outcome of lifestyle choice and consumption 

patterns.  

 Discourses: a domain of language use that is characterised by common ways of talking and thinking about health 

The Biomedical Model of Health 

 The conventional approach to medicine, based on the diagnosis and explanation of illness as a malfunction of 

the body’s biological mechanisms.  

 This approach underpins most health professions and services which focus on treating individuals, and generally 

ignore the social origins or preventative measures.  

 Diagnosis puts a focus on symptoms and treatment. This is an issue in itself since there is a poor extent to which 

two practitioners come up with the same diagnosis.  

 Thus diagnosis puts boundaries around what is normal, creating stigmatism, although on the other hand it is 

helpful to the individual, as it validates their incapacity creating an opening for social acceptance and treatment. 

 Reductionism: the belief that all illnesses can be explained and treated by reducing them to biological and 

pathological factors.  

 Cartesian dualism= the belief that the mind and body are separate entities- underpins medical approaches which 

view disease in physical terms and thus ignore the psychological and subjective aspects of illness.  

The Sociological Model of Health 

 Sociology is the study of the relationship between the individual and society, examining how human behaviour 

both shapes and is shaped by society.  

 It examines the cultural, historical, structural, economic factors that underpin health status.  

 Victim-blaming= the process whereby social inequality is explained as individuals being solely responsible for 

what happens to them due to their choices and assumed psychological, cultural and/or biological inferiority.  

 The sociological model helps breakdown misconceptions of victim blaming, such as lung cancer stereotyped to 

be smokers, but environmental or genetic factors could have been responsible.  

 The social model of health, ‘focuses attention on the societal level of health determinants and the health 

intervention’ (Germov 2014).  i.e, we are a product of our environment.  

 Social Determinants of health: are the circumstances in which people born, grow up, live work and age and the 

systems put in place to deal with illness 

 There are three main dimensions of the social model: 

 The social production and distribution of health and illness: the determinants of health 

 Social construction of health and illness: the definition of health and illness varying between cultures and 

changing over time (eg. Homosexuality). Often reflect culture, politics and morality of the time.  



 Social organisation of healthcare: how society organises, funds and utilises health services 

 It is relevant for practitioners to avoid making assumptions about their patients, such as obesity (they eat too 

much) as opposed to the complex reasons for their condition.  

Comparison of the two approaches 

 Both approaches are fundamental in understanding health and illness.  

 The Structure-Agency debate is a key debate in sociology over the extent to which human behaviour is 

determined by social structure.  

Biomedical model Sociological model (new public health approach) 
 An approach to healing. In this, disease is seen as 

residing in individuals and their biology.  
 This model focuses on diagnosis and treatment of 

individual body parts. Hence treatment is prioritised 
over prevention.  

 Biomedicine is the dominant discourse in health, the 
main lens through which society views health.  

 Major criticism: it underestimates the complexity of 
health and illness, particularly by neglecting social 
and psychological factors (Powles 1973) 

 ‘medical scientism’, a reverence for scientific 
methods of measurement and observation as the 
most superior form of knowledge about treating 
disease, so patients subjective experiences are 
dismissed. (Capra 1982) 

 Causes a tendency towards victim blaming (Ryan 
1971): the process whereby social inequality is 
explained in terms of individuals being solely 
responsible for what happens to them in relation to 
the choices they make, etc.  

 The vast majority of funding continues to be directed 
towards medical intervention.  

 Causes of illness: gene defects, microorganisms, 
trauma, behaviour and lifestyle 

 Interventions: cure individuals via surgery and 
pharmaceuticals, behaviour modification, health 
education and immunisation 

 McKeown (1976) found that mortality of most 
infectious disease declined before the development 
of effective medical treatments, meaning 
improvements in life expectancy were not 
substantially due to medical intervention.  

 This exposed the overrated role of medical 
treatment in improving population health.  

 He suggested in 1979 that the major reason was 
rising living standards, and improved nutrition which 
increased people’s resistance to infectious disease.  

 He wasn’t anti-medicine, just wanted a reform so 
that it focused on prevention of health threats (diet, 
lack of exercise).  

 The WHO acknowledged limitation of biomedicine 
when defined health in1946 as ‘a state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease or infirmity.’  

 Thus the social model of health focuses on social 
determinants such as the social production, 
distribution and construction of health and illness.  

 The social model does not deny the existence of 
biological or psychological aspects that manifest in 
individuals or deny the need for medical treatment, 
rather it highlights health in a social context and that 
effective health interventions, particularly 
prevention, should be integrated.  

 Causes of illness: political and economic factors; 
employment factors; cultural and structural factors 

 Interventions: public policy, state intervention to 
alleviate inequalities, community participation and 
political lobbying 

 

Social Factors Influencing Health 

 Social structure: enduring patterns of social interactions & arrangements that determine the actions of 

individuals in society (existing structures, hospitals and practices) 

 Examines class, gender, culture, ethnicity, age 

 Agency: the capacity for individuals/groups to give meaning to their social situation in a way that challenges 

existing social arrangements or create new  ones (Willis & Elmer, 2011, p. 348 

 People have the ability to choose how they act and what they believe, thus are able to override the 

effects of social structure 

 Social institutions= formal structures within society such as healthcare, government, education, religion and the 

media which are organised to address identified social needs.  



 Social institutions try to discipline our bodies: 

 Directly: such as given a fine if we don’t have a train ticket 

 Indirectly: such as surveillance cameras causing us to act as if we’re being watched.  

 ‘Technologies of the self’ are the things we do to make ourselves ‘normal’ such as exercising or dieting to change 

our body shape. Norms are discourses that operate in society dictating what is normal/abnormal.  

 Deviance is behaviours or activities that violate social norms and expectations.  

 Often social discourses can create stigma, such as by defining the ‘deserving chronically ill body’ (multiple 

sclerosis) compared to the undeserving (obese, lung cancer).  

 The Intergenerational Cycle of Disadvantage and Health (Gilroy 2012 p.26), outlines that lots of different social 

factors are mutually reinforcing, such as lack of education unemployment low income low social class 

low emphasis on education for children, etc. Also called intergenerational poverty.  

 Germov (2014 p.25) provides 5 key explanations for health inequality: 

o Artefact: suggests that statistics on health inequalities are ‘artificial’, that is, because social phenomena is 

so complex it’s impossible to measure with quantitative data.  

 This accounts for diversity of factors, but bad as there is a plethora of evidence from different fields.  

o Natural: argues that inequality is natural (genetic factors).  

 Considers biological factors, but dismisses social and environmental causes.  

o Cultural/behavioural: explains individualistic behaviours and peoples’ right to exercise choice.  

 True but causes victim blaming.  

o Materialist/structural: concerns the role of social, economic and political factors in determining the social 

distribution of health and illness. Eg. Poverty, education and employment, housing, nutrition.  

 Strong emphasis on structural factors, but dismisses individual and biology.  

o Psycho-social and social capital: concerned with social origins of illness and argues that there is a 

relationship between ‘social roles’ (employment, environment) and health.  

 No single theory or perspective is appropriate, only theoretical pluralism is.  

 Determinants are the sociocultural, individual, socioeconomic and environmental factors that influence an 

individual’s health such as age, genetics, sex, working environment, healthcare services, social networks.  

 The ‘social construction approach’ states that our experiences are always ‘understood and experienced through 

social and cultural processes.’ (Lupton 2003).  

 Eg. In 1900s main causes of death were pneumonia, tuberculosis, heart disease while in 2000 its cancer, 

stroke, CVD. These are due to changing social conditions relating to health (more treatments, healthcare 

systems, immunisations) and in general (technology cause sedentary lifestyles)   

 Other global patterns have influenced health such as inequality, class, geographic location, wars, colonisation, 

social marginalisation, power (women paid less so less disposable income for healthcare).  

 If health practitioners understand the social influences, they can develop programs and implement legislation to 

combat this, such as increasing taxation on cigarettes so it’s too expensive for young people.  

The Sociological Imagination 

 Describes the sociological approach to analysing issues. We see the world through a sociological imagination, or 

think sociologically, when we make a link between personal troubles and public issues. (Charles Wright Mills). 

 The Australian sociologist Evan Willis (1993; 2011) suggests that the sociological imagination consists of 4 

interrelated parts: 

o Historical factors: how the past influences the present 

o Cultural factors: how culture impacts on our lives 

o Structural factors: how particular forms of social organisation affect our lives 

o Critical factors: how we can improve our social environment 

 Examining geographical distribution of illnesses, we can then use our sociological imagination to account for 

possible reasons, for example the education system, groups of families talking, child rearing in social settings. 



 Personal trouble versus public issue: a personal trouble, eg. Suicide, while public issue is that prominent forces in 

society that make individuals feel this way (i.e experiences are shared amongst many other people). (Mills 1959) 

 A ‘risky body’ is one associated with negative genetics, social context and lifestyle. It is a medical and social 

problem that needs to be addressed through surveillance (social approach monitoring); treatment regimes 

(biomedical approach) and social control.  

 


